
Code generation using Labelling Algorithm:

Code Generation is the last phase among the six phases of compilation.  

We will  see algorithms for Labeling the nodes of tree(DAG) and Code Generation using DAG

/Labeled  tree  followed by their  implementation  in  C language.  These  algorithms take  input  of

tree(DAG).

           

Algorithm for labeling the nodes of tree(DAG):

1. For Leaf Nodes

           Assign label 1 to left child node and label 0 to right child node.

2. For Interior Nodes

          Case 1: If Node's children's labels are different, then 

          Node's Label = Maximum among Children's Labels.

          Case 2: If Node's children's labels are same, then

          Node's Label = (Left Child's Label OR Right Child's Label) + 1.

Algorithm for Generating Assembly Code:

(Say, R is a Stack consists of registers)

void gencode(Node)

{

if Node is intermediate node of tree(DAG)

{

    Case 1: if Node's left child's label == 1 && Node's right child's label == 0 && Node's left child is

leaf node && Node's right child is leaf node     

     {

       print "MOV Node's left child's data,R[top]"

       print "op Node's right child's data,R[top]"

     }

   Case 2: else if Node's left child's label >= 1 && Node's right child's label == 0

     {



       gencode(Node's left child);

       print "op Node's right child's data,R[top]"

     }

  Case 3: else if Node's left child's label < Node's right child's label

      {

       int temp;

       Swap Register Stack's top and second top element;

       gencode(Node's right child);

       temp=pop();

       gencode(Node's left child);

       push(temp); 

       Swap Register Stack's top and second top element; 

       print "op R[top-1],R[top]"

     }

  Case 4: else if Node's left child's label >= Node's right child's label

      {

       int temp;

       gencode(Node's left child);

       temp=pop();

       gencode(Node's right child);

       push(temp);

       print "op R[top-1],R[top]"

     }   

}

else if Node is leaf node and it is left child of it's immediate parent

{

  print "MOV Node's data,R[top]"

}

}



Example 1:

Example 2:




